To test the developed algorithm we designed a high sensitivity CC aimed at small animal/mammography imaging, with scatter and absorption detectors replaced by a single thick, multi-layer CZT detector. The simulated radioactive source consisted of four 3 mm in diameter hot spheres placed in a warm background.
I. INTRODUCTION 
S
PATIAL resolution that can be achieved by a Compton camera (CC) [1] is seriously limited by finite energy and spatial resolutions of the CC detectors [2] as well as by Doppler broadening [3] . Unfortunately, a continuing search for detectors with advanced characteristics that would improve the CC image resolution has a practical limit. At the same time, optimization of detector's characteristics and camera geometry for resolution may sacrifice its sensitivity. Therefore, image reconstruction algorithms which could effectively account for these effects will be essential for future clinical applications of CC.
Image reconstruction from CC data is very challenging and even without resolution recovery the reconstruction time for any realistic dataset is of the order of 10 minutes with accelerated (subset based) and optimized for speed MLEM algorithm. Including resolution recovery corrections into this iterative approach would increase the processing time approximately 1000 times rendering such method impractical for use not only in clinical and but even in research setting.
In our previous publication [7] we have demonstrated that the origin ensembles (OE) algorithm [5, 6] (the algorithm is referred to as stochastic OE (SOE) in [7] ) reconstructs CC images with equivalent quality compared to the MLEM method. In this work we propose a modification to the OE algorithm which allows us to implement resolution recovery for CC to account for the effects listed above with little additional computational cost. The effectiveness of our new reconstruction technique with resolution recovery correction was tested on simulated data.
II. METHODS

A. OE algorithm
The OE algorithm [5, 6] operates on a list-mode data where the location of the origin of each detected event is considered. During the course of the OE reconstruction, the algorithm stochastically modifies the probable locations of origins of detected events. This process is equivalent to the Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling of the probability distributions of the origin locations corresponding to the acquired data [6] .
In a single Markov step of the OE algorithm, the location of the origin of a single event is modified to a random new location (voxel) along the corresponding conical surface. The new event origin location can be accepted or rejected depending on the relative number of other event origins in the voxels containing the new and the old locations. The result of this calculation is an estimate of the number of events emitted per voxel. This number normalized by the voxel sensitivity and acquisition time corresponds to an estimate of this voxel activity.
The position and the opening angle of the conical surface corresponding to each CC event are usually defined with an uncertainty due to finite energy and spatial resolutions of the detectors. This means that the conical surface may no longer overlap with the true event origin, leading to deteriorated spatial resolution in the reconstructed image. Therefore, measured conical surfaces must be characterized by a certain thickness when finite energy and spatial resolutions are modeled. In the new version of the OE algorithm, which allows the correction for the finite resolutions of the detectors, 978-1-46 73-0120-6/11/$26.00 ©20 11 IEEEthe new event origins must be sampled from these thick conical surfaces.
B. Correction for finite energy resolution
We considered detection of photons with known initial energy Eo-The energy deposited in CC due to Compton scattering in the first interaction was E1
and due to photoabsorption in the second interaction was E2• Based on these energies the scattering angle () and its uncertainty A() due to uncertainties in E1 and E2 determination were calculated using standard equations [3] .
As was described in the previous section, in each step of the OE reconstruction, the event's old location is changed to a new location along the corresponding conical surface which may or may not correspond to the true event origin. The new version of the OE algorithm, which accounts for uncertainty in the scattering angle, this step was modified as follows. Before performing each Markov step, the scattering angle of the event under consideration was sampled from the normal distribution defined by the scattering angle () and the uncertainty A(). Then, a new location was determined as a random location on the newly generated conical surface sampled from all possible conical surfaces over the range of scattering angles ()±,1(). Note, that in terms of computing time, the new algorithm required only one additional random number generation as compared to the standard OE algorithm without correction for energy resolution.
The correction for Doppler broadening can be implemented in a similar way. We may assume that uncertainty due to Doppler is symmetric and normally distributed, but in general the exact form of M) due to Doppler broadening can also be used. In this study, the effect of Doppler broadening was not included in the model.
C. Correction for finite spatial resolution
Correction for finite intrinsic spatial resolution of the detector was implemented in a similar way. In the discussed implementation we considered our detectors to be pixelated in X, Y directions. The parameters of these pixels defined the detectors resolutions in each of these directions creating a "detector resolution voxel".
In the CC investigated in this study (see section II.F) the pixel size in X and Y directions was Imm and the probability distributions of the interaction in these directions were modeled as uniform. In Z direction the length of the corresponding pixel was equal to the entire detector thickness. It was assumed that along Z direction we were able to measure depth-of-interaction with certain accuracy modeled by a Gaussian distribution with the FWHM of 3mm.
Every time an event was considered by the OE algorithm, the new location of interaction within this 3D detector voxel was selected according to the appropriate photon-detection probability distribution. Unlike the correction for finite energy resolution, the implementation for spatial resolution required generation of six random numbers (three random numbers to simulate the detection uncertainty in X, Y and Z across the crystal voxel for both scatter and absorption location). As before for the energy resolution case, these numbers modeled the spatial resolution and were used to define the new position of the conical surface derived from the new locations for photon scatter and absorption.
More sophisticated models of this probability distribution, which take into account the relative probability of interaction within the detector voxel volume can also be used.
D. Combined corrections for finite spatial and energy resolutions
The corrections described in previous sections were combined to allow full modeling of the CC resolution. In this case, in every iteration both energy and spatial resolution were sampled and the new conical surface was created based on the new values of energy and interaction locations. This modified conical surface was used for selection of the new event origin.
E. Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM)
The modeling of finite energy and spatial resolution with OSEM algorithm is computationally difficult as it requires integration over the thick conical surfaces at each forward-and backprojection. This means that more volume elements must be included in the system matrix at each step. We have implemented an OSEM [9] algorithm in order to estimate gains in reconstruction time. No correction for recovering the resolution was used in this OSEM reconstruction due to complexity of this task. However, based on the implemented forward-and backprojector operations we estimated the time per iteration that will be required when spatial and energy resolutions are used. Two different scenarios were considered for estimation of OSEM computing time. In the first one we assumed that additional 4 and in the second additional 8 sampling points per deposited energies and detector voxels will be required.
F. CZTCC
To test our OE with resolution corrections method we designed CC that can potentially be used in small animal or breast imaging. Practical considerations were taken into account when selecting its configuration. The price of the device was one of the parameters to minimize and, therefore, we used relatively inexpensive detectors (CZT). Then, in order to increase the sensitivity of the system, a standard CC geometry, with separate scatter and absorption detectors, was replaced by a single thick CZT detector composed of several layers of pixelated CZT wafers. The detection of Compton scatter and photo absorption could be done anywhere in the volume of this detector. Although such configuration increased the sensitivity of CC, the resolution was sacrificed due to the fact that many events had small distance between the scatter and absorption sites [2] . Our hypothesis is that the new reconstruction method will be especially useful in this CC configuration and will allow us to at least partially compensate for the resolution losses.
Please note that our proposed geometry was similar to the one investigated for CC PET imaging by the Stanford group [8] . If successfully implemented, such camera could be used for imaging of single and multiple gamma emitters using CC mode, and positron emitters using PET mode. It could also be used by combining both modes for simultaneous multi-tracer imaging.
G. Numerical simulations
Taking into account the above considerations and using GATE [4] Monte Carlo simulation tool we created CC which consisted of five layered CZT detector blocks (each 9x5x 4 cm thick) positioned as shown in Fig. 1 a. The fifth detector was adjacent to the CC at the back of the system with its 9cm long side positioned along Y direction and extending by 2cm on each side of the 5cm opening. The distance between front surfaces of the opposite detectors (field-of-view) was 5 cm. The minimum distance between the locations of scatter and absorption interactions was set to 10 mm. Only single Compton scatter events were allowed. As events corresponding to photons that Compton scatter at angles close to 0 and 180 degrees result in significantly degraded spatial resolution [3] , we limited the scattering angles that were accepted in the analysis to those between 0.05 and 0.951[. The estimated sensitivity of such CC configuration for 511 ke V gammas was above 6%. The simulated detector energy resolution was modeled as 3%· .J 511/ E where E is the deposited energy [3] . The simulated pixelated CZT detector had 1 mm x 1 mm x 3 mm spatial resolution (similar to [8] ).
We simulated a three-dimensional activity distribution (Fig. 1 b) which consisted of a cylindrical phantom (16 mm diameter, 3mm thick) containing four small spheres of 3 mm diameter with the distance of 6 mm between their centers. The ratio of activity concentration between the spheres and the disk was 7: 1. The phantom was placed at the center of the Cc. Using this setup 6.7 M detected counts were simulated and the exact deposited energies and locations of interactions were recorded (no resolution loss). This dataset was then modified and three additional datasets were created:
A) only uncertainty in energy resolution was simulated; B) only the intrinsic spatial resolution was simulated; C) both the energy and intrinsic spatial resolutions were simulated.
Doppler broadening was not simulated. The data were reconstructed using OSEM with 16 subsets and 8 iterations without resolution recovery (denoted by OS EM NoRR). Then, the same datasets were reconstructed using OE algorithm without resolution recovery (NoRR) and with resolution recovery (denoted by RR) with 10000 iterations. The dataset A was reconstructed with OE including correction for finite energy resolution, dataset B -with correction for spatial resolution and dataset C -with both corrections combined. The obtained distributions of event origins were averaged between 5100 and 10000 iterations in steps of 100 iterations.
The images were reconstructed into the 40x40x40 matrix with the pixel size of 0.5 mm. These images were analyzed visually and profiles were drawn. comparable images. However, the resolution was ruined when finite energy and spatial detector resolutions were included in the simulations (2 nd , 3 rd and 4 th rows in Fig. 2 ). The reconstructed images became very blurry, when reconstructed without resolution recovery, but including corrections for the lost resolution in the OE algorithm visibly improved both the resulting image quality and quantitative accuracy. In the case when only energy resolution was modeled, we were able to recover up to 75% of the lost contrast, in the case where only spatial resolution was modeled -up to 70% of the lost contrast. And, in the most difficult case, when both spatial and energy resolutions were simulated -up to 50%. The reconstruction times per iteration are shown in Table I . When resolution recovery is included in the model of OSEM algorithm, we predict that it would take almost 800 hours per iteration. This was done assuming the OSEM was implemented using ray-casting algorithm. Please note that for practical reconstructions about 3-6 iterations of OSEM and 2000-5000 iterations of OE algorithm can be sufficient. Additionally, in the case of OSEM which uses forward-and backprojection the computation time would increase when reconstruction with finer voxel grids is used [7] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary results are very encouraging and warrant further research. By modeling the probability distributions of measured energy values and scatter and absorption interaction locations, we were able to substantially improve the contrast recovery of the CC system. Further improvements will be I 17.2s
* -estimates using a single thread at Xeon 5504@2.0 GHz **-estimates based on number of assumed sampling points and time needed for projectionlbackprojection operations. possible by including accurate model of the interaction of the photons with the camera. In addition to modeling spatial and energy resolutions we plan to expand our model to include corrections for Doppler broadening.
